values and normative constraints that are generated by the goals of scientific activity. Thus, if the goal of scientific activity is to produce explanations of the natural world, then the values and constraints involved in considerations of what counts as a good explanation will govern such activities. What makes an explanation a good explanation is a combination of properties such as truth, accuracy, and precision on the one hand, and simplicity, breadth of scope, and problem-solving capacity on the other.2 These constitute values by which to judge competing explanations and from which to generate normative constraints on scientific practice. From this point of view, to study the methodology of science is to study the normative constraints on scientific practice. "Scientific practice" and "scientific method," it becomes clear, are ambiguous terms, referring sometimes to the actual practice of scientists, and at other times only to practices condoned or recommended by the above values and constraints.
Those who assert the autonomy of scientific practice from values obviously do not have these normative constraints in mind. Rather, they refer to the beliefs that scientific practice ought to be independent of personal, social, and cultural values, and that the practice of scientists as scientists is independent of their subjective preferences regarding what ought to be. For terminological clarity, I will call these preferences Contextual values affect the practice of both pure and applied science in a number of ways. The first has to do with influences on emphases and trends in areas of inquiry. In the United States, for instance, although a certain amount of research, especially biological field research, can be purused at the inclination of the researcher, most work requires major financial support from sources other than the individual, such as from corporate or governmental sources. The pure or applied research funded-and hence pursued-is that which is believed to further governmental, societal, or corporate goals. According to the Mertonian school of history and sociology of science, even before the establishment of this direct and crass connection with goals external to the pursuit of understanding alone, social needs and cultural values (e.g., the interests of the seventeenth-century bourgeoisie) had an impact on the kinds of research pursued. The kinds of questions judged to be important to investigate therefore are determined as much by the social and cultural context in which science is done as by problems and puzzles internal to scientific inquiry.
In contrast to this sometimes imperceptible and sometimes painful channeling effect by the social and cultural context of the research are the explicit policy decisions about the application of technological developments of scientific knowledge. The debates over nuclear energy and genetic engineering, for example, have involved both factual and normative disagreements. The perceived conflict or conformity of these technologies with a number of different values has generated dissonance between the values and thus between social groups which assign different weights to them. To a major extent, the future of the technologies will be determined by resolution of the normative disagreements, that is, by the ascendancy of certain values (e.g., health or popular control of energy sources) over their competitors (e.g., centralized and corporate control of energy sources).
A third major type of interaction involves the potential conflict between moral values and research methodologies, in particular, research with human subjects or research that could have harmful effects. As the risks of harming subjects or of violating their rights (e.g., invading their privacy) have become better appreciated, professional associations have developed guidelines for their members. Morally-based restrictions on experimentation are not new (as the old prohibition on dissection of human cadavers reminds us), not always imposed when they should be (as the fate of syphilitic black men in Tuskegee reminds us), and not always obvious (as the histories of both the Milgram obedience experiments and the NIH guidelines on Recombinant DNA research make clear).
Varied as they may be, each of these interactions between science and values shares in common the externality of the relation. Although those points of contact between science and the values of its social and cultural context may determine the directions of research or its applications, within the boundaries so determined, scientific inquiry itself proceeds according to its own rules. The points of contact with the social and cultural context determine where the rules may be appliedfor example, broadly, what questions shall be investigated, or which practical applications of knowledge shall be pursued and which repressed, and, narrowly, what paths to knowledge shall be followed, or which tests and experiments are permissible. The rules are a function of the constitutive values of science, which are themselves a function of the goal of science (assumed here, for the sake of argument, to be the development of an accurate understanding of the natural world). Although the social and cultural values determine which areas or aspects of this world will be illuminated by application of the rules, the conclusions, answers, and explanations reached through the rules are not governed by those values. This represents, I believe, the classical understanding of the relation of knowledge and values, of the value-freedom of science. Specific scientific inquiries are like oil floating on water; they form cohesive pools whose direction of motion is determined by the current, but whose substance remains distinct from its supporting medium. 
Some Cases

Interferon
Industrial microbiology has spawned the phenomenon of small firms founded by biochemists, stock in which is owned in part by their founders and in part by large pharmaceutical corporations. These firms have been developed in order to manufacture and market commercially the biological substances produced by the new technologies of Recombinant DNA. In January 1980, interferon was being tested for effectiveness against cancer and as an anti-viral agent generally. In that month, the microbiological firm Biogen announced, in a press conference featuring its director and one of its active researchers, that it was the first laboratory to achieve the bacterial production of human interferon.3 This announcement was followed by a jump in the value of Biogen's stock, by a major increase in demand for the substance on the part of cancer victims and their families, and by a flurry of corporate-sponsored research as other microbiological and large pharmaceutical firms attempted to climb aboard the "interferon bandwagon." Unmentioned at the time was a similar experiment in Japan that had been published several months earlier, without the fanfare. Six months later, U.S. studies published or presented at oncological conferences suggested that interferon was only marginally more effective and, for some cancers, even less effective than therapies already in use.
This episode involved transgressions against at least two folk traditions in science which, although not of the same status as methodological rules, are connected with the constitutive ideal of truth as well as with considerations of justice. The first holds that scientists do not or ought not profit commercially from their scientific activity. Just as no individual scientist deserves sole credit for her or his discoveries because each stands on the "shoulders of giants," so no one scientist should profit from discoveries made possible by the work of others. The epistemological justification is that scientists ought not to have a stake in the outcome of their research because such a stake might bias their interpretations of results. When scientists own commercial firms formed precisely to profit from the new advances in the biological sciences, the traditional ban on profit-taking is violated.
The second tradition is a rule about the announcement of results: research should be presented first in professional journals or in papers read at conferences. The justification is again twofold. Standard publication provides an easy way to adjudicate priority of discovery. From the epistemological point of view, it is better to submit claims to the scrutiny of those capable of (and interested in) evaluating them before presenting them to the general public. When results are presented at a press conference, peers do not have the opportunity to evaluate the soundness of the results before they are absorbed into public discourse. The dramatic style of presentation required for newsworthiness also diminishes the possibility of critical understanding or evaluation by nonscientists. 4 In the 1980 press conference, the potential of interferon was, it seems, highly overestimated. Korenbrot claims Pincus's extra-scientific commitments biased him in favor of oral contraceptives. This bias in turn led him to look for positive rather than negative effects-that is, for additional inducements to use oral contraceptives rather than possible reasons to be wary of them. This approach makes sense when one remembers that those concerned with population growth are primarily concerned with population growth in Third World societies11 where there are often strong cultural inhibitions against limiting births or against "artificial" birth control. If users find relief from painful or life-threatening conditions then the case for use is strengthened, especially if relief from pregnancy or reducing the number of children are not immediately perceived as benefits. Perceiving the issue as one of potential opposition to what one believes to be eventually beneficial will lead "hot spots" model, the radiation dose is calculated by assuming very intense radiation of the small area of the lung surrounding the inhaled particle. For an average-sized particle, this results in estimates of 500 rem per year average dosage to the irradiated tissue and of 3,000 rem per year to tissues closest to the particle. If calculation of cancer risk is based on radiation dose, the risk will vary tremendously, depending on the model chosen.
In the early 1960s and early 1970s, there was simply not enough information about the toxicity of plutonium at doses low enough to approximate genuine potential exposure. What experimental data there were seem to have been at best equivocal.T4 The scientific grounds for using the hot lung model were the analogy between plutonium and radium, which does produce uniformly distributed radiation. In support of the hot spots model were the facts that plutonium is an intense (-emitter and that a-particles travel no more than three to four millimeters. It was nevertheless necessary to set standards for exposure if the nuclear industry was going to continue to use and produce the substance. The standards set by the International Commission on Radiological Protection (ICRP) were based on the uniform, or "hot lung," distribution model with caveats about the uncertainty regarding which model was more appropriate. These standards were also adopted by the U.S. Atomic Energy Commission (AEC).
Several researchers in the United States disagreed vigorously with these standards. Arthur Tamplin, John Gofman, and Donald Geesamen, among others, urged that the "hot spots" model should be used to calculate radiation dosage.1s Tamplin and Gofman, in "Population Control" Through Nuclear Pollution, reasoned that, in estimating hazards to humans and their environments and in the absence of firm evidence indicating one or the other, the safest course was to proceed on the assumption of greater rather than lesser harm.16 To err on the side of safety was less likely to lead to harm. They explained AEC acceptance of the model predicting a lower radiation dose as a function of the Commission's dual and inconsistent functions as promoter and as a regulator of the new technology. As promoter it hoped for the least risk possible: "Technologists assume the benefits of technology to be superb," Tamplin and Gofman wrote, "and hope the risks won't be severe enough to impede the wide application of their technology."17 The destructive capacities of this particular technology were so well-known and so horrifying that there one to make the strongest possible case. Such attitudes may have contributed to the inadequate testing of oral contraceptives before they were commercially distributed. But certainly, this instance is one of the cases that made the need for more rigorous control of testing by an independent agency apparent.12 Plutonium How to determine risks once they are selected for measurement is another area in which extrascientific values and commitments can be influential. When we know little about how a given substance interacts with living systems, but there are nevertheless societal or other pressures to know, we often adopt assumptions influenced by values rather than facts. The plutonium controversy in the early 1970s-a controversy regarding the validity of methods for determining exposure standards for inhaled plutonium-provides an instructive example.
Plutonium is known to be highly carcinogenic in very small amounts. Although, under normal conditions, the body has effective barriers against plutonium's entry into the blood stream via the gastrointestinal tract or via the skin, the lungs are highly vulnerable. Plutonium metal, when exposed to ordinary air, ignites spontaneously, forming many small particles of plutonium dioxide, which when inhaled are deposited deep within the lung. Because of plutonium's long half-life, these particles, once embedded, will subject the lung to radiation until they migrate to other parts of the body.
The plutonium controversy centered around how to measure the radiation dose to lung tissue, given that an individual had received a certain exposure. This question involved assumptions about the distribution of plutonium in the lung. As expressed in a Lancet editorial, it was a question of "hot spots" versus "hot lungs."13 The "hot spots" model involved the assumption of a non-uniform distribution of the inhaled plutonium in the lung, while the "hot lung" model produced calculations of radiation dose on an assumption of uniform distribution of the plutonium throughout the lung. Using the "hot lung" model, the radiation for the inhaled plutonium is averaged over the entire surface of the lung, so that a particle of average size is estimated to deliver a dose of 0.0002 rem per year per square centimeter of lung tissue. In the was ample motive for all involved with it to learn how to harness it to peaceful and productive uses.
Tamplin and Gofman suggest that, in fulfilling its functions as promoter, the AEC betrayed its mission as regulator. As regulator it ought to have included the costs in terms of human health and lives into any calculation of the alleged benefits. Tamplin and Gofman were, for their part, accused with scientific irresponsibility. Their critics implied that their anti-nuclear bias affected their scientific judgment on this issue.18 Whether or not the two sides in this controversy were, in fact, influenced in their choice of models by the contextual values and pressures to which they were responsive, at the time of the controversy the degree of understanding of plutonium's behavior provided little besides such values as a basis for choice.
The irony of the plutonium controversy is that research now indicates that calculations based on the "hot lung" model offer a greater margin of safety than those based on the "hot spots" model, because the a-radiation emitted from a plutonium particle is so intense that most of the irradiated cells are killed rather than damaged.19 Thus the probability of one cell's genetic material being affected in such a way that it would develop a tumor is much lower than it would be if the radiation dose were uniformly distributed. The assumption of a linear relationship between radiation dose and carcinogenicity was inappropriate. The cancer risk estimated on the basis of this new understanding of ca-radiation is lower on the "hot spots" model than on the "hot lung" model. Because most controversies about radiation toxicity tend to be resolved in favor of greater rather than lesser risk, this controversy is interestingly anomalous. 20 
Sex Hormones
Social and cultural values can also influence the assumptions required to mediate between hypotheses and theories on the one hand and observational and experimental data on the other. The connection between the ideal of marketplace competitiveness in the nineteenth-century capitalist ethos and the Darwinian notion that a struggle for survival among individuals was the mechanism of natural selection has been frequently noted. Darwin himself cites the work of Thomas Malthus as the source of this crucial element of his theory of biological evolution.21 Critics of contemporary studies of the connection between physiological phenomena and behavior argue that cultural values similarly affect much of this research.
One of the areas of research which has attracted this kind of analysis is the role that sex hormones play in human sexually dimorphic behavior. Although human hormones regulate a wide variety of physiological functions, the hormones that have drawn the most attention are the androgens and estrogens, the so-called sex hormones. Differential distribution of these hormones between males and females has been cited as causing or influencing differences in behavior between the sexes, i.e., between so-called masculine behavior (aggressive, assertive, dominant, independent, creative) and so-called feminine behavior (passive, submissive, gentle, dependent, nurturing). 22 The efficacy of testosterone in bringing about "aggressive" behavior is one of the more intensely studied relationships. Of particular value for the purposes of this essay are the criticisms of this work by those who object to the move from observations of the testosterone-behavior relation in laboratory animals and humans to an explanation of both male-female behavioral differences and status differences.23 Elizabeth Adkins, for example, shows that the hypothesis that human gender-related behaviors are hormonally determined or influenced is not supported by the evidence adduced for it.24 Feminist scientists Ruth Bleier and Freda Salzman emphasize the ways in which value-laden assumptions shape the conclusions that are drawn. 25 At one extreme of the debate there are claims about human behavior and social organization: that aggressivity is a feature of male behavior rather than of female behavior, that aggressivity is the basis of (male) dominance in animal and human societies, that aggressivity is biologically determined. From these claims, it is thought to follow that male social dominance is natural and inevitable.26 At the other extreme, there are the experimental data that serve as the evidence for these claims: that male rodents whose androgen production is curtailed by castration at birth engage in fighting behavior less frequently than males who have not been so treated, and that female rodents injected with androgens at birth engage in fighting behavior more frequently than females who have not been so treated. How can one move from these observations to the rather extravagant claims above?
The inferential moves tend not to be made by the same individual in the same paper; that is, researchers experimenting with rats and mice are not also elaborating theories of the biological basis of human social roles. Theorists of human behavior, whether biologists, psychiatrists, psychologists, sociologists, or anthropologists, however, rely on the work of experimentalists (and, it must be said, provide a context in which the pursuit of the experimental work on mammals other than humans makes sense). It is the concept of aggression that provides the continuity from animal experimentation to social theory. Although aggressivity is identified in the experimental situation with fighting (among caged laboratory rats), when appealed to in social explanations it includes not only combativeness but also such traits as assertiveness, independence, and intelligence. Frequency of fighting is treated as a measure of aggressivity and thus as the measure of other qualities. These qualities in turn are perceived as generally desirable human qualities and as contributing to success in this society. Therefore, measuring an individual's success by degree of dominance or position in a hierarchical social structure provides the required link between behavior and social position. The fact that males occupy the dominant positions in Western social structures just affords further confirmation of the theory.
The theory itself, which seems to be providing a scientific expression and validation of the belief in male superiority and the biologically determined character of male social dominance, relies on a number of assumptions to endow upon the rodent experiments the status of evidence for hypotheses regarding the human situation. These include the assumptions that combativeness, competitiveness, assertiveness and independence are expressions of the same trait, that an individual's success is appropriately measured by its position in a hierarchical social structure, and that the relation between behavior and hormone levels observed in rats and mice would also hold in humans. None of these assumptions mediating between observations and hypotheses has itself any direct support. That they should enter into theory construction at all can be explained in part by understanding that they (with the exception of the rodent modeling of human nature) are built into Western culture and therefore into the conceptual framework of the theorists. When expressed as matters of fact, the assumptions are thought to justify a particular ethos and system of distributing the benefits and burdens of the society. Unfortunately, their only true justification is that they support the value system and thus, despite their factual disguise, must be regarded as value-determined rather than factually-determined. Until the role of such features of the social context in theoretical reasoning is signaled by such critics as Bleier and Salzman, they remain hidden, underground determinants of the interpretation of observations, just as the path of an underground stream determines the pattern of vegetation above it.
Discussion of the Cases
In the cases reviewed above, non-epistemological, personal, social, or cultural values have affected scientific practice internally rather than externally. Although it is difficult (and not my intention) to make attributions of individual motivation, each of these cases is most plausibly described as one in which particular practices have been influenced by cultural and social pressures as much as or more than they have been by constitutive, epistemological values. Because epistemological constraints were either inapplicable or overridden, the only other alternative to seeing these practices as chosen arbitrarily is to see them as influenced by contextual considerations. The appeal to the influence of the social and cultural context in explaining these cases is compatible with a variety of ideas regarding how such influence is effective. I have not attended to whether, in any given case, overt or covert pressure, internalization of values, or some other factor has been involved, but have instead presented a series of interactions in which contextual values and scientific practice have become progressively more entwined. At one extreme-that of least interaction-are traditions that have sound epistemological (as well as moral) justification abandoned for non-epistemological (commercial or social) reasons. At the other extreme are inferences from data mediated by values often so deeply ingrained that their assumptive character goes unrecognized. In the discussion that follows I wish to draw some lessons about the general character of these science-value interactions.
In the interferon story, although scientific practices are clearly affected by values, it is still somewhat possible to distinguish the two. On one hand, we find professional practices such as the communication of results at professional conferences or in professional journals, part of whose justification-the necessity of peer review-is epistemological. On the other hand, we see their aban-donment in favor of good business practice-rthe quick public announcement of a technological breakthrough in one's own laboratories, thus identifying the company's name with the product-justified by standard commercial values.
This issue is only one of a number of tangled issues involved in the commercialization of industrial microbiology.27 Trade secrecy, for instance, generates problems similar to those generated by the requirements of public image and identity. The need to establish priority, rights, and, in a sense, ownership, is already stifling interchange among biological researchers just as alleged requirements of national defense have imposed secrecy on weapons-related aspects of physics and chemistry. Such privatization of knowledge cannot help but influence the development of knowledge if only by insulating mainstream investigation from discoveries in classified and "privately held" inquiry. Moral issues concerning the non-reciprocal flow of information are certainly raised.28 Such a unidirectional flow raises epistemological problems as well. It has been argued that criticism and the availability of research results to criticism are essential to objectivity, a clearly constitutive value of scientific research. 29 The press conference format may protect claims from disputation or refutation long enough to realize some short-term commercial goals, but the withholding of results for patenting purposes prevents that knowledge from being used to enrich, refute, or otherwise alter hypotheses in mainstream research. The dual circumvention of traditional norms and constraints governing the communication of scientific information which is imposed by commercial requirements will surely produce a distortion in the growth of scientific knowledge.
This concern may be dismissed by observing that the supervenience of constitutive values by values of the commercial context effects only temporary interruptions in the development of scientific knowledge, interruptions correctable over time. However, public confidence in the institutions of science certainly will be eroded, as will also the ability of the scientific community to make the distinctions between the true and false, the sound and the unsound, the plausible and the implausible. In the final type of case presented, we find values that from the context mediate the relation between hypotheses and data, determining the kind of hypotheses for which the data can be taken as evidence and the kinds of data that can support a given hypothesis. Although the example concerns theorizing about sex differences, the problems it raises have been perceived in several areas of research which attempt to ground social, behavioral, and cognitive characteristics of humans in their biology, whether in their hormones or their genes.33 Here, too, we can see the role that ignorance plays in providing a route for the intervention of values in scientific argumentation. In the case of sex hormone research, however, the ignorance is often not apparent and the non-factual character of the assumptions involved is obscured because they function for members of the ascendant social group as almost conceptual truths (e.g., about male and female nature, about racial and class differences, about the nature of society). When such interestladen perceptions of social reality are incorporated into a world view, their role in mediating inferences is not easily perceived.
Not all assumptions that serve this mediating function are equally value-laden. The assumption of continuity between animals and humans which supports inferences from the results of animal experimentation, for instance, is on the surface a value-free assumption. The use of animal modelling in physiological research has made possible a high degree of understanding of human physiology, but the scope and application of this assumption are another issue. Other than desire that it be so, what can explain belief in the appropriateness of animal models in areas (brain structure and behavior) in which humans are so different from other animals? For, in spite of its fact-like appearance, the assumption that animal modelling can support hypotheses about human cognition and social behavior is itself, at this stage, unsupported by evidence.34
Without additional sociological and psychological research, it is not possible to ascertain precisely how the various social biases at work in the cultural context affect individual researchers. When, however, a field of investigation relies on otherwise unsupportable assumptions, we might reasonably suspect that contextual values are playing a significant role in determining reasoning in that field.
Conclusion
Each of these types of interaction is quite different from the standard cases of the influence of values on scientific practice, for example, the simple altering or fudging of data to support a hypothesis one wants to be true. Such deliberate bending of what one knows or believes to be otherwise, although a genuine and increasing occurrence,35 is a caricature of the influence of extra-scientific values on scientific practice. The uncritical judgment of such cases as "bad science" or as a perversion of science is often accompanied by the idea that "good science" (i.e., research which does not fudge data) is value-free. The cases surveyed in this essay, however, suggest that such a contrast is too simply drawn. The issue was not deliberate falsification of data, but more subtle departures from the internal, constitutive norms and constraints of science. In one case, contextual values mandated the bending of rules justified, in part, for epistemological reasons. Although the rules do not govern scientific reasoning directly, their observance or non-observance ultimately affects the growth of scientific knowledge. In the other cases, which did directly involve reasoning, the problem was, in part, the unavailability of data that might determine an issue, or might give the constitutively determined constraints something on which to operate. When such internal guides are non-functional, inferences are vulnerable to direction from the context, whether this is acknowledged (as it was by Tamplin) or imperceptible, as with social bias reflective of establishment values.
We have become accustomed to thinking about the impact of microbiological research on health and health care, the impact of risk assessment work on the adoption or rejection of technologies themselves capable of fostering major social change, and the impact of research on human capacities and behavior on the formation of social policy. In this essay, I have shown that the social and cultural stakes of the outcomes of such research can themselves affect the norms and constraints governing it. Whether this effect is a function only of the powerful and deeply felt interests in these stakes, or whether it is a function also of the character of science, is a question of the degree to which the realms of science and values really are independent of one another. The question is not merely factual but conceptual. Scientific practice has, in fact, been infected by social and cultural values. To what extent can the constraints imposed by the constitutive values of science insulate and protect scientific inquiry from the interest-laden values of the context(s) in which science is pursued? My analysis has sought to make the articulation of this question possible. To answer it, however, we need clearer accounts of the goals of scientific activity and of the points of departure (e.g., what is given in or can be wrested from experience) for such activity. Only with such accounts will it be possible to develop analyses of scientific method powerful enough to delineate the nature, scope, and limits of the integrity of scientific inquiry.36 Notes
